Postural Performance and Strategy in the Unipedal Stance of Soccer Players at Different Levels of Competition
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Context: Sport training enhances the ability to use somatosensory and otolithic information, which improves postural capabilities. Postural changes are different according to the sport practiced, but few authors have analyzed subjects' postural performances to discriminate the expertise level among highly skilled athletes within a specific discipline.

Objective: To compare the postural performance and the postural strategy between soccer players at different levels of competition (national and regional).

Design: Repeated measures with 1 between-groups factor (level of competition: national or regional) and 1 within-groups factor (vision: eyes open or eyes closed). Dependent variables were center-of-pressure surface area and velocity, total spectral energy, and percentage of low-, medium-, and high-frequency band.

Setting: Sports performance laboratory.

Patients or Other Participants: Fifteen national male soccer players (age = 24 ± 3 years, height = 179 ± 5 cm, mass = 72 ± 3 kg) and 15 regional male soccer players (age = 23 ± 3 years, height = 174 ± 4 cm, mass = 68 ± 5 kg) participated in the study.

Intervention(s): The subjects performed posturographic tests with eyes open and closed.

Main Outcome Measure(s): While subjects performed static and dynamic posturographic tests, we measured the center of foot pressure on a force platform. Spatiotemporal center-of-pressure measurements were used to evaluate the postural performance, and a frequency analysis of the center-of-pressure excursions (fast Fourier transform) was conducted to estimate the postural strategy.

Results: Within a laboratory task, national soccer players produced better postural performances than regional players and had a different postural strategy. The national players were more stable than the regional players and used proprioception and vision information differently.

Conclusions: In the test conditions specific to playing soccer, level of playing experience influenced postural control performance measures and strategies.
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Postural regulation is organized in hierarchic and stereotypic patterns and requires the integration of afferent information from the visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive systems. Sport training enhances the ability to use somatosensory and otolithic information, which improves postural capabilities. Postural changes are different according to the sport practiced. For example, judo training leads to greater importance being placed on somatosensory information, whereas dance training requires the integration of afferent information from the visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive systems. Indeed, Asseman et al evaluated elite gymnasts in 3 postural conditions: bipedal, unipedal, and handstands. The gymnasts who were best in the specific unipedal or handstand conditions were not the same as those who were best in the nonspecific bipedal task. Even though nonspecific tasks such as bipedal stance are typically used in activities of daily living, in athletes, it is more relevant to evaluate postural abilities in specific conditions relative to the particular sport.

Soccer requires a unipedal posture to perform different technical movements (eg, shooting, passing). The stability of the supporting foot turns out to be critical to shoot as accurately as possible. Therefore, soccer players' postural control should be evaluated in a unipedal stance to respect the specific conditions of soccer. Previous authors have studied soccer players' postural control in a unipedal stance to reduce the risk of traumatic injuries to the lower extremities or to evaluate the effects of rehabilitative training of the ankle joint. However, as far as we know, no study has yet been carried out comparing postural performance and strategy in soccer players of different levels of expertise. The postural performance can be characterized by the ability to minimize postural sway, and the postural strategy corresponds to the preferential involvement of short or long neuronal loops in balance regulation. Our aim was to compare postural performance and strategy in unipedal stance between players at different levels of soccer competition.
METHODS

Subjects

Two groups of 15 male soccer players aged 18 to 30 years participated in the study. One group was composed of 15 soccer players who played at the national level (NAT) (age = 24 ± 3 years, height = 179 ± 5 cm, mass = 72 ± 3 kg). The other group was composed of 15 players at the regional level (REG) (age = 23 ± 3 years, height = 174 ± 4 cm, mass = 68 ± 5 kg). The NAT and REG players had played soccer for 13 ± 2 and 10 ± 3 years, respectively. None had stopped playing for more than 3 weeks during the 6 months before the study because of ankle, knee, hip, or other known injuries. The NAT players trained almost every day and the REG players trained twice a week. We conducted the experiment in the middle of the competitive season. The subjects signed an informed consent as required by the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the local ethics committee.

Measurements

We asked the subjects to stand as still as possible with their arms along the body on 1 leg on a force platform (PostureWin, Techno Concept, Cereste, France; 40-Hz frequency, 12-bits A/D conversion) that recorded the displacements of the center of foot pressure (COP) with 3 strain gauges. When the subject’s right leg was dominant for kicking the ball, then the left leg was the supporting leg (conversely, when the subject’s left leg was dominant, the right leg was supporting). The foot was placed according to precise landmarks with respect to the X and Y axes of the platform. The other leg was raised and flexed 90° at the knee. The hips were placed in a neutral position (0° of flexion). Three conditions of balance were tested first with eyes open (EO) and then with eyes closed (EC): a static balance condition on stable ground and 2 dynamic balance conditions on a seesaw device (Stabilomètre; Techno Concept) that generated instability (Figure 1) in the anteroposterior or the mediolateral direction (anteroposterior or mediolateral dynamic balance). In the EO condition, the subjects looked at a fixed level target at a distance of 2 m. In the EC condition, they were asked to keep their gaze in a straight-ahead direction. The test lasted 51.2 seconds in the static balance condition and 25.6 seconds in the dynamic balance condition. The subjects could lightly touch the seesaw with the raised leg in the dynamic balance condition, and only the total loss of balance invalidated the trial.

The COP signals were smoothed using a second-order Butterworth filter with a 6-Hz low-pass cut-off frequency. The COP surface area (90% confidence ellipse) evaluates the subject’s postural performance: the smaller the area, the better the performance. The COP velocity (sum of the accumulated COP displacement divided by the total time) evaluates the subject’s postural control. The COP excursions were also investigated in the frequency domain to assess the preferential involvement of short or long neuronal loops in balance regulation. Fast Fourier transforms were applied to COP displacements from 0 to 20 Hz. Hence, the total spectral energy was calculated and distributed in 3 frequency bands (Figure 2): low frequencies, 0 to 0.5 Hz; medium frequencies, 0.5 to 2 Hz; and high frequencies, greater than 2 Hz. The values of these 3 frequency bands were expressed as a percentage of the spectral energy. Low frequencies mostly account for vis-uo-vestibular regulation, medium frequencies for cerebellar regulation, and high frequencies for proprioceptive regulation.

Statistical Analysis

Each condition of balance (static balance, anteroposterior or mediolateral dynamic balance) was independently analyzed. The data analysis was performed with a 2-way analysis of variance with 1 between-groups factor (2 levels of competition, NAT and REG) and 1 within-groups factor with repeated measures (2 levels of vision, EO and EC). Dependent variables were COP surface area, COP velocity, total spectral energy, percentage of low-frequency band, percentage of medium-frequency band, and percentage of high-frequency band. This analysis of variance also highlights possible interactions be-
between these 2 factors (group and vision). We calculated the Fisher F value and selected $P < .05$ as the level of significance.

**RESULTS**

In the static balance condition and the mediolateral dynamic balance condition, the COP surface area and COP velocity were significantly greater for REG soccer players than for NAT soccer players (Table). In the anteroposterior dynamic balance condition, only the COP surface area was significantly greater for REG soccer players than for NAT soccer players. For both NAT and REG, the suppression of vision significantly increased the COP surface area and COP velocity in the static and both dynamic balance conditions (see Table). In the dynamic balance conditions, we noted no significant vision-by-group interaction. Nevertheless, the vision-by-group interaction was significant in the static balance condition for COP surface area and COP velocity.

Moreover, in the static balance condition, neither the total spectral energy nor the relative contribution of each of the 3 frequency bands was significantly different between REG and NAT players. In the mediolateral dynamic balance condition, the total spectral energy was greater for REG soccer players than for NAT soccer players (EO: $57504 \pm 35775 \text{ V}^2$ versus $34187 \pm 17301 \text{ V}^2$, respectively; EC: $71683 \pm 41596 \text{ V}^2$ versus $38336 \pm 35643 \text{ V}^2$, respectively; $F_{1,28} = 6.04$, $P = .02$). For anteroposterior dynamic balance, the total spectral energy was not significantly different between the groups. When focusing on the relative contribution of the 3 frequency bands, we found that the high and low frequencies were significantly different between the groups in the anteroposterior dynamic balance condition (Figure 3). The contribution of the high frequencies was less in NAT players than REG players. By contrast, the contribution of low frequencies was greater in NAT players than REG players. In the mediolateral dynamic condition, no significant difference was seen between the groups in relation to the contributions of the 3 frequency bands.

**DISCUSSION**

In both the static and dynamic balance conditions, the COP surface area was greater for REG soccer players than for NAT soccer players. Based on the findings of Caron et al.¹¹ NAT soccer players produced the best postural performance. Moreover, the COP velocity was greater in REG players than in NAT players. Thus, NAT players’ postural control was better than that of REG players, suggesting that NAT players possessed a greater sensitivity of sensory receptors or better integration of information than REG players (or both).²⁴ Similar results were reported by Era et al.²⁵ who showed that international-level rifle shooters were more stable than national-level shooters. Nevertheless, Paillard et al.²⁶ reported no relationship between competition level and postural control in judo athletes because the subjects were not evaluated in a condition specific to judo. In our study, balance was evaluated in a postural condition close to that of soccer (unipedal stance). Our results suggest that one can discriminate the level of performance in soccer when balance is evaluated in a condition close to that of the sport. However, training is more frequent among NAT soccer players than REG soccer players (daily versus biweekly training, respectively). Certainly, a relationship between the competition level and postural abilities was shown, but one could ask whether the performance level (competition level) influenced the postural abilities by intrinsic qualities (natural predispositions) or the amount of training influenced the postural abilities by some motor program acquisitions that included specific postural adaptations.

Moreover, the total spectral energy in mediolateral dynamic balance was greater for REG players than for NAT players. According to Dichgans et al.,²⁰ the contribution of afferent information (ie, somatosensory, vestibular, and visual) is more important for REG players than for NAT players to regulate mediolateral balance. Because differences in the total spectral energy only affect lateral dynamic balance, one could hypothesize that soccer is a dynamic activity predominantly requiring fine postural control in the frontal plane. Similarly, the contribution of the high and low frequencies was different between the groups in anteroposterior dynamic balance. In the sagittal plane, the NAT players used a greater proportion of energy in the low-frequency band, contrary to REG players, who used a greater proportion of energy in the high-frequency band. According to other authors,¹⁸,¹⁹,²³ these results suggest different postural strategies between the groups. Indeed, during simple unipedal tasks of balance (static and dynamic balance), REG players proportionally use more short-loop information (proprioceptive myotactic and plantar cutaneous) than NAT players. Moreover, NAT players proportionally use more long-
loop (vestibular) information and, thus, probably have more efficient vestibular or interoceptive (or both) input than REG players. Bringoux et al.\(^3\) reported similar findings in gymnasts, showing that the efficiency of otolithic and/or interoceptive inputs improved with increasing sport expertise. Therefore, this greater efficiency of the vestibular system would enable NAT players to regulate simple postural tasks without overusing proprioception. Conversely, REG players, when using proprioception in a dominant way during simple tasks (such as those in our protocol) would saturate the proprioceptive system more quickly as the difficulty of the postural task increased. Indeed, with a more complex postural task (eg, in soccer, control of the ball in the air on 1 leg), which necessarily requires stimulation of short neural loops,\(^27\) only NAT players could initially select and use proprioceptive information to efficiently regulate their posture.

Equally, when the visual information was suppressed, COP surface area increased and COP velocity decreased in the 3 conditions (static and dynamic balance conditions). As has already been shown by other authors in judo and karate athletes, dancers, and gymnasts,\(^7,14,28,29\) visual information is a determining factor in the postural regulation of soccer players. Moreover, the vision-by-group interaction for COP surface area and COP velocity was significant in static balance. For anteroposterior and mediolateral dynamic balance, this interaction was not significant, but tendencies were strong (surface area: \(P = .07\) and \(P = .06\), respectively). Therefore, REG players are probably more dependent on vision than NAT players. The NAT players would have a better internal representation of erect posture (including the role played by the various sensory inputs in this representation), which probably provides a better knowledge of the body axis and verticality than REG players. Nevertheless, other protocols using different visual conditions (eg, reduction in visual field, visual manipulation) would allow confirmation of this phenomenon.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Postural performance and strategy were different between NAT and REG soccer players. In test conditions specific to playing soccer, level of playing experience appears to influence postural control performance measures and strategies. In conditions specific to the playing of soccer, postural capabilities can be considered as one criterion of performance or ability.
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